Press release
LeanIX releases new iPhone app at Gartner Enterprise
Architecture Summit in London
Every employee can now carry the company’s entire IT architecture in their
pocket
BONN, Germany, 12 June 2016. LeanIX announces today, that their new iPhone app is ready
to use. The app provides access to the entire LeanIX inventory for Enterprise Architecture.
LeanIX has always maximized usability and developed solutions based on what users know
from their everyday life. Many mobile use cases in all aspects of life have been established
and the user base of smartphones is still growing by more than 20% per year according to
KPCB. From now on, LeanIX is also available via smartphone with a dedicated mobile app.
Thereby the new LeanIX iPhone app provides access to information about the entire IT
landscape.
Thanks to the fast search in the mobile IT inventory users get access to 360-degree information
for every Fact Sheet, e.g. about an application. This not only increases efficiency but also
improves decision making, because decisions can be based on facts, anytime and at any
place. Additionally, users can interact with application, technology or project experts more
easily with intelligent comments, mentions and notifications. This reduces cumbersome lookup
of proper contacts and shortcuts lengthy email communication.
“The app is the logical next step of our user-centric approach for Enterprise Architecture.” says
Co-CEO and founder of LeanIX, André Christ. “Architects can improve the adoption of the EA
platform further in their organization. Thanks to the new channel, more employees can be
reached with information, which increases the overall value of EA.”
The native iOS app will be shown live for the first time at the Gartner Enterprise Architecture
Summit in London on 15 and 16 June. The app can be downloaded in the Apple App Store for
free starting in July. Prior to general availability, LeanIX will be offering some preview webinars
to demonstrate the app.
#####
About LeanIX
LeanIX offers an innovative software-as-a-service solution for Enterprise Architecture
Management (EAM), based either in a public cloud or the client's data center. The web-based
platform has compelling advantages over traditional approaches, including an intuitive
interface, flexible reporting and open APIs. This makes it possible to rapidly roll out LeanIX in
an enterprise with minimal training required so as to start reaping added value within a short
period of time. Both SMEs and large corporations from an array of industries are utilizing the
solution – companies like Axel Springer, Helvetia, RWE, Merck, Zalando and Haworth.
Businesses of all sizes are being acquired as customers, firms which used to be reluctant
regarding EAM or had had frustrating experiences with cumbersome tools. LeanIX GmbH was
formed in 2012 by Jörg G. Beyer and André Christ. With headquarters in Bonn and a subsidiary
in the US, the company's large partner network extends throughout Europe and to Australia
and the US. Additional information is available online at: www.leanix.net.
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